the first Dutch women’s boat to qualify for a final in an Olympic class
event, repeated the performance on Friday to qualify for another final.
‘Last week we were really excited but we thought maybe we were
just lucky,’ Vorsselman said ‘but now we’ve done it again. Today was
pretty hard; in the heats this morning we were terrible and we almost
didn’t go past the heats but we relaxed between the races and here we
are.’
In the paracanoe, Ukraine’s Vladyslav Yepifanov posted the fastest time
in the heats of the men’s VL3.
Paralympic champion Edina Mueller and world champion Mykola
Syniuk were among the gold medal winners when racing finally got
underway on Saturday night.
The strong winds and rain that had buffeted the Poznan course for
two days cleared away to allow competitors from six different countries
to share 12 gold medals up for grabs with Germany finishing with three,
France, Canada, Ukraine and Australia picking up two golds each and
Spain earning one.
There were also first time paracanoe minor medals for India and
Israel.
It was yet another reversal in the result for the women’s KL1 with
Mueller repeating her Paralympic victory over Ukraine’s Maryna
Mazhula. The Ukrainian reversed the result at last year’s world
championships in Copenhagen but it was the German who got the
upper hand on Saturday.
‘It wasn’t the normal warm up routine because of the weather so, to
be honest, I was a little scared,’ Mueller said ‘but the race was good. It
was hard to get back to everyday life after Tokyo. I would have liked
to have taken a year off for mental and physical health but that wasn’t
possible. Being the reigning Paralympic champion makes it a little bit
harder; everyone’s chasing me so that’s a little bit harder.’
Syniuk added the World Cup gold to the Paralympic silver and world
championship gold he took last year in the men’s KL2.
Former Canadian lumberjack Mathieu St-Pierre broke through for
his first win after five years of paddling, winning the men’s VL2. Six
years after a tree fell on his back, he took the opportunity to reach the
top.
‘I’m so happy. I’ve worked hard all the winter and now this is the
next step,’ he said.
‘I want a medal for the Paralympics. In my head I thought I could
win a medal because my times in winter were getting better and better
but I felt stressed before. It’s perfect for me now.’
Australia’s Susan Seipel finished the day with a gold and a silver
medal, triumphing in the women’s VL3 after finishing second behind
Germany’s Anja Adler in the KL2.
‘I’m glad to get there in the end; it was a bit close,’ Seipel said.
‘I haven’t paddled in this boat for a long time, actually, because I had a
different boat in Tokyo so it’s good that it’s still got it. I want to do both
events in Canada. I enjoy doing both and I like the challenge.’
Adler said a change in her training technique appears to have
improved her race in the KL2.
‘It was incredible. I knew this year I could be a little bit better than
last year; training was really good,’ she said.
‘This year I’m focusing more on recovery and I think that has been
the key to this success.’
Canada’s Erica Scarff proved she made the right decision to add the
women’s VL3 to her programme by winning the new Paralympic event.
Scarff finished fifth in the KL3 but less than one hour later she broke
through for her biggest international result.

‘This was a really good race for me because I didn’t know what to
expect because I’m new in the va’a, so it’s really exciting but I’m kind
of shocked,’ Scarff said.
‘It was only announced it would be in the Paralympics last year so
that’s when I started putting more time into it. I’ll get a once in a career
opportunity to race at home so that’s going to be really exciting.’
In one of the few upsets on Saturday France’s Remy Boulle outpaced
Paralympic and world champion Peter Kiss of Hungary to win the
men’s KL1.
Boulle, a bronze medallist in Tokyo, set up a showdown with the
Hungarian for this year’s world championships in Canada.
‘It’s only a World Cup and not everyone is here but this is a good
platform for me ahead of Halifax,’ Boulle said.
There was also French gold for Nelia Barbosa in the women’s
KL3, going one better than the silver medal she took at the Tokyo
Paralympics.
‘It was a bit stressful because this morning was super windy and there
were a lot of waves so I was really freaked out about it,’ Barbosa said ‘but
this afternoon was much better. I’ve changed my training plan, I have a
new person on my team helping me with my physical preparation and
we match really well.’
Ukraine’s second gold medal came in the men’s VL3 with Vladyslav
Yepifanov crossing ahead of Spain’s Adrian Mosquera while another
Spaniard, Juan Antonio Valle, won the men’s KL3.
In non Paralympic events Germany’s Esther Bode won the women’s
VL1 while Australia’s Ben Sainsbury won the men’s VL1. Portugal’s
Fernando Pimenta won four gold medals and Poland thrilled their
home crowd with four gold medals of their own on a congested final
day of competition on Sunday.
Germany topped the overall gold medal table with five gold while
Ukraine and Canada both finished with four but it was the individual
performance of Pimenta which made the biggest impact.
All sprint finals were held on the same day because of Saturday’s bad
weather and in a herculean performance Pimenta triumphed in all four
of his races, the K1 1,000, K1 500, mixed K2 200 and the final event on
the programme, the K1 5,000.
‘Pimenta is here. I’m not old, I’m more experienced,’ 32 year old
Pimenta said.
‘Why not I do this at the world championships? When I go there I
will be in better condition because now I have some extra kilos.’
Poland put on a show for the crowd and once again it was the
Polish women’s K4 who led the way. They repeated their win of
one week earlier over the 500 metres while the C2 500 pairing of
Aleksander Kitewski and Arsen Sliwinski were surprise winners of the
new Olympic event.
‘We are home so we are very proud to have this medal in what is
now an Olympic event,’ Kitewski said.
‘We have big plans for the future; we hope we can be there at the
Olympic Games in Paris. We have been paddling together for ten
years but we have had different partners but we will focus on this
configuration.’
Poland’s Anna Pulawska had already established herself as a world
championship gold medal prospect in the women’s K4 and K2 and,
on Sunday, added the women’s K1 500 to her possibilities after chasing
home Lisa Carrington in the final.
‘It really was a great race so now I have hope I can come back in the
K1 500 at the next competition,’ Pulawska said.
‘Our K4 is really strong. I think it will be a good K4 for our world

Poland had two women’s K4s in the first three places over 500m.

Fernando Pimenta after his 5km race.
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